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Introduction

Service Projects have been around for a long time. They occur in health services, building maintenance, information technology, payroll, administration and countless other operational activities in which organizations engage. In recent years, competitive pressures and technology have forced organizations to look more carefully at their operations and institute measures that improve their competitiveness. The focus of these measures is to distinguish between core competency and non-core competency operations—optimize the performance of both. 

If a set of operational activities is not part of the organization's core competency and can be performed at a lower cost by an external organization, then there is opportunity for either a Service or an Outsourcing Project. For the purpose of this paper, the Project will be a Service Project unless either Capital or Human assets are transferred from the Client to the Contractor. If either of these asset types is transferred, then it is an Outsourcing Project.

The process of a Client organization's movement towards Service or Outsourcing and the resulting implementation by a Contractor appears to follow a pattern. The successful outcome depends heavily upon the accurate definition of Scope and the Contractor's Project Manager's ability to manage the Revenue, Cost and their difference which is Margin. This is somewhat different from the conventional view of Project Management methodologies where the emphasis is focused solely on Cost Management

In the following we will,

ü	look at SAO projects from the Life Cycle point of view (PDIM),
ü	look a little more deeply at the dynamic that leads to SAO projects,
ü	examine Scope and Schedule implications of SAO projects,  
ü	examine the meaning of Revenue to both the Client and the Contractor, and
ü	examine the impact of change on the objectives of SAO projects and the special pressure that this puts on the Project Manager.

Service and Outsourcing (SAO) Project Life Cycle

SAO projects have some distinguishing characteristics in their life cycle that needs to be reviewed. One characteristic is that while both the Client and Contractor plan, their effort really only comes together during contract negotiations. Another characteristic is that the successful Contractor ultimately becomes an integral part of the Client Organization, especially during the Managing Phase. In Digital Equipment Corporation we define the phases of the Project Life Cycle as PDIM (Planning, Design, Implementation, and Manage). In this life cycle framework, a summary of the major activities of the SAO Project is as shown in Exhibit 1.
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During the initial phases (Plan, Design, and Implement) the activity resembles the typical project. There is a slow beginning, a maximum expenditure rate midway through Implementation, and then a slower rate of expenditure as Implementation completes. The typical project tends to indicate completion at the end of the Implementation Phase. Many of the standard project management metrics are keyed to this completion date. The Managing Phase is often the responsibility of the Client. 

The intent of a SAO project is not to complete but continue indefinitely in the Managing Phase.  In SAO projects the emphasis is on the Managing phase and the Project Manager needs to manage a smooth transition from phases of Implementation to Managing. The Managing Phase extends at a more or less constant rate for the term of the contract and is the responsibility of the Contractor. The terms of the SAO Contract require that the Contractor manage the required operations and usually specify a Project Manager for the full life cycle. The Project Manager tends to be woven into the Client Organization and is held accountable for performance of the operations, including financial performance. Financial performance for the Client means Cost Control. Financial performance for the Contractor means Profitability or Margin Control.

How do SAO Projects get started?

The primary driver for SAO projects is competitive pressure coupled with the Organization's belief that someone else can perform some of its activities at a lower cost. In order for the organization to take action on this belief, the activities should not be part of its core competency.  Activities, or operations, that are part of the core competency are generally held closely as they tend to represent that Organization's identity and uniqueness that provides their advantage in the market place. This means that outsiders are seriously considered for performing only non-core competency operations.

Core vs. non-core competency operations vary from organization to organization, but examples of operations that tend towards SAO projects are:

·	Maintenance:	 	facilities, networks, equipment
·	Administration:	payroll, billing, systems, networks 
·	Specialty skills:	training, technical writing, publication, mail room 

As the Organization begins to look at its non-core competency operations, its primary focus is on cost reduction. The organization has quality standards that must be met by any outside performer, but it is the lower cost that is usually the big hitter in improving competitive position. 

Planning Phase:

Planning for the Client begins with their activity to improve the performance of non-core competency operations. The processes of these operations are studied and needed changes identified to improve performance and lower costs. The changes are implemented and the costs reduced with the Client moving operational costs towards the minimum cost as shown in Exhibit 2. 
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At some point, the Client believes that the lowest cost has been reached and that further internally-driven cost reductions are unattainable.  As part of the process improvements, the Client compared performance with similar internal processes and with External Organizations—the essence of benchmarking. Initial benchmarking results usually indicate that a lower cost may be achieved via implementation of internal changes. The benchmarking process may have also pointed to external organizations—Contractors who specialize in the operational functions that can perform the operations at an even lower cost. If these Contractors do not compete in areas that are the core competency of the Client, they are likely candidates for a Request for Proposal (RFP). The RFP typically describes the operational requirements and period of performance, but usually does not include a lot of information about the processes nor their interfaces. 


In preparing Proposals, Contractors rely upon their own processes that they have optimized over time. The Contractor's proposals include a number of assumptions about the actual processes of the Client and the interfaces to these processes. The pricing of the proposal is based upon these assumptions, the optimized processes, and a profit margin that the Contractor believes will win the Award and sustain him as a viable and growing enterprise. These elements constitute the fundamentals of the Contractor's project plan and are normally supported by a P&L (Profit and Loss) Statement to gain approval of the Contractor's Management before submittal of the proposal. The Contractor will hold their Project Manager strictly accountable for the delivery of planned profit. 
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What the Client most likely affirms as a result of reviewing the Proposals is that there are Contractors with the ability to perform the required Operational Function and at a lower cost. If the cost advantage is sufficiently large, then the Client will enter into negotiations, usually with the least-cost contractor; in this case, Contractor A as shown in Exhibit 3. 

The result of successful negotiations between the Client and the Contractor is a contract. The primary elements of the contract are payment, schedule, and Statement of Work (SOW). At this time, the SOW is an agreement between the Contractor and Client about "what" work (services) will be performed, but they probably have not yet gained a good common understanding of how the services will be performed and the impact on the rest of the Client's organization.  

A major issue affecting the planning and contract negotiations is whether or not assets are transferred from the Client to the Contractor. Recall that if assets are transferred from the Client to the Contractor then we have an Outsourcing Project, otherwise it is a Service Project. The Project Management implications of Outsourcing versus Service derive mostly from the need to deal with the complexity of asset transfer, especially if those are human assets. Transfer of physical assets presents an increased level of complexity because of the financial and legal activity required for asset ownership transfer. Transfer of personnel, however, requires the additional activity associated with labor laws and the involvement of the Human Relations Organization to assist these personnel in adjusting to a new Company. This makes the project significantly more complicated for the Project Manager and places greater emphasis on Communications and related planning. 

Even though there may be a significant difference in the complexity between Service and Outsourcing projects because of asset transfer, they are otherwise quite similar in the tools and methodology required for effective project management. Methods of defining scope and scope controls are similar, the characteristic resource expenditure curves have the same configuration, and Cost Management is critical—but the Project Manager also needs to manage Revenue.
 
 Design Phase:

The Design Phase of the Service Project can be extremely short. The Contractor has proposed his optimized processes and could begin implementation immediately after award. A better approach, though, is to delay implementation for a period of time to jointly review the project requirements and the processes that will be used to implement them. This isn't design, strictly speaking, it is more a validation that the process design will be compatible with the other elements of the Organization. In an Outsourcing project there is a definite need to continue planning after Award. This planning will include Legal and Human Resources support to ensure that asset transfer complies with the law and is as painless as possible for the affected personnel.

In either a Service or an Outsourcing project, the work is in support of operational processes. How the processes interact with the rest of the Client's organization and how the services are implemented have a huge impact on the success of the project. This means that the Statement of Work needs to describe work activity within the context of the processes and their interfaces. The processes rarely stand-alone, so the SOW needs to define the interfaces to the processes and be very clear about the roles and responsibilities of both the Contractor and the Client. It would be naïve to expect the Contractual SOW to comprehensively define all of the work to be accomplished, especially since the services are process-based and have interfaces to processes that are not part of the project. The original Client processes, particularly interfaces, are often poorly documented and haven't found their way into the SOW.

The result of this design (validation) effort should be documentation of the processes, including interfaces that are readily understood by Client and Contractor personnel. This effort almost always results in Changes to the SOW, but should reduce the volume of change as the project proceeds through Implementation.

Implementation Phase:

Implementation of a SAO project is similar to traditional projects. The Project manager is concerned with deployment of resources, tracking the work, assuring quality standards are met, and reporting the results. Two particularly significant themes during Implementation are Change Management and Financial Management and these are tightly coupled. 

The Project Manager should expect that the Scope will change as the Project proceeds and Change Management will be a central theme of the Project. Change Management needs to start on the first day of the Project at the conclusion of contract negotiations. It is usually a good practice to issue a "Change Order Zero" right after the contract is awarded. The value of Change Order Zero may be zero indicating that the contract negotiations had no impact on the proposed pricing. This will rarely be true. Most often there is some alteration to the proposed project as a result of contract negotiation. Capturing this in the beginning preserves the integrity of the project and begins the discipline of Change Management. 

Change impact needs to be well communicated to the management of both the Client and the Contractor because the general trend of change is toward increasing cost (Cost for the Client, Revenue for the Contractor). A major driver of change on SAO projects is resistance of the interfacing Client Processes to the new processes of the project.  Recall that the management of the Client Organization decided that this particular set of operational functions was not part of their core competency and could be done more effectively by the Contractor. The Contractor will normally implement different processes to accomplish the operational functions. Different processes often present a different look and feel to those who interact with the process. A different look and feel is almost always resisted. The tendency of the Client Organization is to pressure the Contractor to change the look and feel to the "old way." Sometimes this can be done with an overall net benefit. More often, however, it simply leads to migration back to the original processes at a higher cost than before the Project was initiated. Again, the key is Communications. The Project Manager must clearly explain the impact of the Change to the Client. The Contractor and the Client need to work together to arrive at a net cost considering both sides of the interface.  (Net cost means that the benefit to the Client comes from outside of the project.) And even if the Project cost goes up, as long as the net cost is contained or improved, the Change should be implemented. If, however, the Client and the Contractor jointly determine that the Change request is basically a result of resistance to the new processes brought by the Project without significant cost impact to the interfacing functions, then the Change Request should be rejected.

The issue of Change Management and its effect on Cost Management is a familiar theme of Project Management. It is of particular significance in SAO projects because of their long period of performance that lets seemingly small incremental costs accumulate in time to become large amounts. Less appreciated is that it is apparently beneficial to the Contractor to have small incremental costs accumulate to large amounts because this is the Contractor's Revenue. So, while the Client is managing costs, the Contractor is managing revenue and this is the basis of a fundamental conflict in which there are definite constraints.  

A healthy SAO project will deal with this conflict in a straightforward problem-solving manner. The Project Manager is responsible for ongoing resolution of this conflict and he needs to know the limits for revenue growth (cost growth for the Client) and he needs to satisfy the Contractor Management's need for profitability. If Cost growth exceeds the Client's decision criteria for funding the project, then this may lead to dissolution of the contract; while inadequate profit can lead to unsatisfactory Contractor performance or even withdrawal or bankruptcy. Exhibit 4 indicates these Financial Constraints and the Project Manager wants to well stay within them.
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The major issues that can occur in managing the scenario depicted in Exhibit 4 are:

·	No changes , and the Client Cost remains at the optimal (least cost) point
·	Changes occur and the Contractor maintains his margins causing a more rapid approach to the Clients original cost (Client Cost Constraint)
·	Changes occur and the Client negotiates lower prices, thereby flattening the Contractors Revenue Curve and approaching the Contractor Margin Constraint. 

It is very unlikely that there will be "no changes." The Client Cost Constraint and the Contractor Margin Constraint make very broad boundaries for the project. The ongoing management of change and the resulting impact on project finances requires augmentation to the "standard" project manager's tool set. In particular, it requires the Project Manager to track work related to performing the required services and bill the Client periodically for these services. Any process changes need to go through 
Change Management with pricing and billing adjusted accordingly. It is not enough to submit a bill. The important thing for the Contractor is to receive the money, therefore the project Manager needs to know when the payments are received. These activities begin to look more like business management than project management, but this is the realm of the SAO Project Manager. The overall financial scene to be managed is depicted in Exhibit 5. Managing Cost and Revenue begins with Award and continues for the duration of the contract.
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The tools, methodology, and related training for managing costs are reasonably standard and readily available from numerous sources. But what tools does the Project Manager use to add overhead and profit to the cost to determine the Contractor's Revenue and the Client's Cost? The tools for doing this are not so standard from a Project Manager's perspective. The determination of Revenue with associated pricing for the Client and margin for the Contractor is usually a collaborative effort of the Project Manager and the administrative/accounting resources of the Contractor

The financial targets (or plan) come from the P&L developed in support of the Proposal. These are shown in Exhibit 5 as Planned Revenue (PR) and Budget Cost (BC). Most SAO projects are fixed price and it is a characteristic that Cost exceeds Revenue in the early stages of the project (negative cash flow). Somewhere during Implementation, the "break-even point" is reached and as indicated in Exhibit 5 at about the "current time" line. The Project Manager is charged with the responsibility of achieving the planned break-even point on or before the planned time. The financial targets, PR and BC, should only be changed by formal Change Orders approved by both the Contractor and the Client. Tracking actuals against these targets in another responsibility of the Project Manager. 

The tools and methodology for tracking actual cost against planned (or budget) cost are a normal part of the Project Manager's workbench. There is a slight difference on a SAO Project regarding estimating cost forward from current time. Standard tools and methodology provide for Estimate to Complete (ETC). The intent of a SAO project is to not complete, but to continue indefinitely in the Managing Phase. In a SAO Project, if there is a deviation from plan, the Project Manager is advised to estimate "closure to plan" at the earliest date possible. The standard tools seem perfectly capable of handling this slight difference. 

Revenue Management is a critical function for Client and Contractor alike. Recall that the Client's Cost is the Contractor's Revenue and the Client can manage this Cost to the detriment of the Contractor. Even if the amount of the Cost is agreed, delayed payment can be advantageous to the Client and damaging to the Contractor. This characteristic is generally well known, but the project management methodology for this is not well developed. The Project Manager typically relies on the accounting resources for support in this area and the tools are often standard accounting systems and reports that sometimes are not as timely as necessary for good project management. Exhibit 5 indicates the primary concerns related to Revenue Management on a SAO Project. Billed and Received Revenue may be tracked against the Planned Revenue. In Business Management this is seen as "aging of receivables" and is often available through the normal accounting reports. These reports may be useful to the Project Manager, but they may also not be as timely as necessary. To adequately manage receivables, the Project Manager needs to know the bills (invoices) are submitted on schedule and that payments were received from the Client as planned. If Revenue deviates from plan, the Project Manager will estimate closure to plan at the earliest date possible in a similar way to estimating closure of Cost to plan. The dates for closure to plan of Revenue and Cost will typically not be the same.

As the Implementation Phase nears completion, the activities become more routine as Service Delivery performance meet the objectives of the Project. The attention focuses on the Service Level Agreement (SLA) parameters moving toward the required levels. These levels are typically operational performance metrics, such as repair time, response times, staffing levels, and so on. It is a good project practice to cast these parameters in the form of trend charts that hopefully show closure to the required levels as implementation progresses into the Managing Phase.

Managing Phase:

In the Managing Phase, activities become more periodic and routine. The Project Manager's attention is focused on maintaining the required SLAs, periodic reporting, responding to Client satisfaction issues, and managing Cost and Revenue. In effect, these are largely "functional business manager" concerns, and something of a departure from the traditional Project Manager role. The situation is, however, that the SAO Contract probably specifies a Project Manager for the term of the contract, and most Clients expect to see that as a contractual requirement to be fulfilled. If the Project Manager has performed well through Design and Implementation, then Clients tend to be very resistant to replacement of the Project Manager. The Client becomes attached to the individual and expects that the good performance will continue. The Contractor has a similar expectation. After all, the purpose of the project is to provide services for the performance of some of the Client's operations. Implementation, a traditional role of project management, is just a step along the way to providing the services. Little consideration (by Client or Contractor) is given to the fact that the training, skills and temperament of Project Managers and Business Managers are different. 

If the project is relatively small and aligns well with the Contractor's line of business, then the Project Manager can be phased out of the project and the responsibility for performance can be shifted to the managers of the line of business. Larger Projects will continue to require the single point of contact known as the Project Manager. This, in turn, requires that the skills and training of the Project Manager be augmented with appropriate business skills and training. Key among these is finance and accounting. 

Summary:

Service and Outsourcing (SAO) projects are a growing segment of Project Management endeavors. They occur in most industries around the world. To successfully manage SAO projects, the Project manager needs to understand the difference in the life cycle of a SAO project compared to the typical project described in the Guide to the PMBoK. The Project Manager also needs to acquire additional business training and skills, particularly in the area of finance.

The Project Manager should be aware of the following SAO life cycle attributes:

·	Key elements of project planning have been done prior to award of the contract by the Client in the preparation of the RFP, the Contractor in the preparation of the Proposal, and both during contract negotiations. 
·	The Design Phase of a SAO project may be very short. The Project Manager should allot a period of time, calling it Project Design, to validate project requirements, interfaces to the Client's related process, and Roles and Responsibilities.
·	Implementation is aimed at establishing the required levels of service, but the Project Manager also has a fiscal responsibility to the Client and his management. The Client's costs must be managed to the terms of the contract and the required profit margin must be delivered to the Contractor. Rigorous Change Management and good financial tools (P&L and Balance Sheet) are needed.
·	Managing the delivery of the Services is the objective of the project. As the Project Manager role continues into the delivery of services, the duties resemble those of a Business Manager, and the Project Manager needs to have appropriate skills and tools.

